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Signature 5000 Series model guide
Seat Pans

(page 10)
PSP - petite 19¾”w x 19¾”d HR foam $0
PSPEA - petite 19¾”w x 19¾”d EA Foam $90
REG - original 20 ⅞”w x 20 ⅜”d HR foam $0
REGEA - original 20 ⅞”w x 20 ⅜”d EA foam $90
RSP - original 20 ⅞”w x 19 ⅜”d HR foam $0
RSPEA - original 20 ⅞”w x 19 ⅜”d EA foam $90
MSP - medium 21 ⅛”w x 22 ¼”d HR foam $170
MPEA - medium 21 ⅛”w x 22 ¼””d EA foam $220
LSP - large 22 ⅝”w x 22 ¼”d HR foam $95
LSPEA - large 22 ⅝”w x 22 ¼”d EA foam $140
WSP- x-sallow 24 ¾ w x 22”d HR foam $175
WSPEA- x-sallow 24 ¾ w x 22”d EA foam $225
XSP - x-large 24 ¾”w x 24½”d HR foam $175
XSPEA - x-large 24 ¾”w x 24½”d EA foam $225
TSHR - contoured 19 ½”w x 19 ⅛”d HR Foam $0
TSEA - contoured 19 ½”w x 19 ⅛”d EA foam $90
TLHR - contoured 20 ¼”w x 20”d HR foam $0
TLEA - contoured 20 ¼”w x 20”d EA foam $90

Mechanisms
(page 9)

2 - task $70
4 - task + seat slider $95
3 - multi-tilt $125
5 - knee tilt $150
8 - enhanced forward
knee tilt $150
9 - synchro tilt $150

TC - Tailbone Cutout add suffix to any of
the above seats and add the list prices $175
i.e.:REGEATC = $90 + $175 =$265
CS - Custom Seat Dimensions, add suffix
along with desired dimensions to any next
largest seat option from above and add the
list prices
i.e.: REGEACS1919 = $90 + $120 = $210

FABRIC CODE

5
$967

8
$

$ 0

Backrests
8 - high back $0

$

$

$

Items below are all optional.

Arm Combos

(page 12)
Items below are all optional.
-

$

3 way adjustable (polyurethane) $155
height adjustable kidney (upholstered) $126
height adjustable “T” arm (polyurethane) $105
breakaway arm (polyurethane) $201
pivoting kidney arm (upholstered) $174
tracking arm (polyurethane) $250
360° pivoting (upholstered) $189

$

Fabric Options

Gas Lifts

Lumbar / Thoracic

APL - air pump lumbar $90
APT - air pump thoacic $90
APLT - air pump lumbar
+ thoracic support $180

1
3
4
5
6
7
8

$

(page 14)
Unless otherwise specified
mechanisms 1,2, 3, 4, and 9 come
standard with GL135. Mechanisms
5 and 8 come standard with GL75.
GL60 - x-short 2½” stroke $0
GL75 - short 3” stroke $0
GL100 - medium 4” stroke $0
GL120 - medium 4¾” stroke $0
GL135 - standard 5¼” stroke $0

(page 18)

grade 0 $0
grade 1 $61
grade 2 $106
grade 3 $156
grade 4 $204
leather $ call

Casters

(page 15)
Unless otherwise specified Signature chairs ship
standard with CC casters.

Arm Bracket Heights

CC - twin wheel carpet $0
HFC - twin wheel hard floor $50
BC - twin wheel carpet braking $50
RBC - twin wheel lock when seated $187
HFBC - twin wheel hard floor braking $62
LRGC - 3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet $60
LRGH - 3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet hard floor $60
LMBC - large manual locking caster $96
URB - high mobility hard floor caster $150
CG - carpet glide $50
HFG - hard surface glide $60

(page 13)
Items below are all optional.
Unless otherwise specified Marathon chair arms will
include standard height arm brackets. Add the suffix
to any of the above arm options.
S - standard $ n/c
E - extended height $70
T - tall $70
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Harmony 2000 Series model guide
TC - Tailbone Cutout add suffix to any of
the above seats and add the list prices $175
i.e.:REGEATC = $90 + $175 =$265

Seat Pans

(page 10)
PSP - petite 19¾”w x 19¾”d HR foam $0
PSPEA - petite 19¾”w x 19¾”d EA Foam $90
REG - original 20 ⅞”w x 20 ⅜”d HR foam $0
REGEA - original 20 ⅞”w x 20 ⅜”d EA foam $90
RSP - original 20 ⅞”w x 19 ⅜”d HR foam $0
RSPEA - original 20 ⅞”w x 19 ⅜”d EA foam $90
MSP - medium 21 ⅛”w x 22 ¼”d HR foam $170
MPEA - medium 21 ⅛”w x 22 ¼””d EA foam $220
LSP - large 22 ⅝”w x 22 ¼”d HR foam $95
LSPEA - large 22 ⅝”w x 22 ¼”d EA foam $140
WSP- x-sallow 24 ¾ w x 22”d HR foam $175
WSPEA- x-sallow 24 ¾ w x 22”d EA foam $225
XSP - x-large 24 ¾”w x 24½”d HR foam $175
XSPEA - x-large 24 ¾”w x 24½”d EA foam $225
TSHR - contoured 19 ½”w x 19 ⅛”d HR Foam $0
TSEA - contoured 19 ½”w x 19 ⅛”d EA foam $90
TLHR - contoured 20 ¼”w x 20”d HR foam $0
TLEA - contoured 20 ¼”w x 20”d EA foam $90

Mechanisms
(page 9)

1 - conference $0
2 - task $70
4 - task + seat slider $95
3 - multi-tilt $125
5 - knee tilt $150
8 - enhanced forward
knee tilt $150
9 - synchro tilt $150
7 - multi-shift upgrade $420
6- heavy duty upgrade $325

CS - Custom Seat Dimensions, add suffix
along with desired dimensions to any next
largest seat option from above and add the
list prices
i.e.: REGEACS1919 = $90 + $120 = $210
Multi-Shift Upgrade, (only available on the
#3 multi-tilt mechanism) includes ehanced
70mm casters, 28” base, extended duty
gas lift and reinforced multi-tilt mechanism.
$420
Stool Kit Option, (only available on the #2
task mechanism) includes ehanced 26”
base, 270mm gas lift, and a 20” footring.
$140

Heavy Duty Upgrade, includes enhanced
mechanism construction, reinforced nylon
Headrest base and upgraded seat construction. For
(page 15) users up to 350 lbs. $325
Items below are all optional.
HR - adjustable headrest $290
NR - adjustable neck roll $290

FABRIC CODE

2
$694

$

$

Backrests
1 - low back $0
2 - high back $34

Arm Combos

(page 12)
Items below are all optional.
1
3
4
5
6
7
8

-

$

$

$

$

$

$

Fabric Options

Gas Lifts

Lumbar / Thoracic
Items below are all optional.
APL - air pump lumbar $90
APT - air pump thoacic $90
APLT - air pump lumbar
+ thoracic support $180
FL - enhanced fixed lumbar $50

3 way adjustable (polyurethane) $155
height adjustable kidney (upholstered) $126
height adjustable “T” arm (polyurethane) $105
breakaway arm (polyurethane) $201
pivoting kidney arm (upholstered) $174
tracking arm (polyurethane) $250
360° pivoting (upholstered) $189

$

(page 14)
Unless otherwise specified
mechanisms 1,2, 3, 4, and 9 come
standard with GL135. Mechanisms
5 and 8 come standard with GL75.
GL60 - x-short 2½” stroke $0
GL75 - short 3” stroke $0
GL100 - medium 4” stroke $0
GL120 - medium 4¾” stroke $0
GL135 - standard 5¼” stroke $0
GL200 - extended 8” stroke $53
SK270 - stool kit $140

(page 18)

grade 0 $0
grade 1 $44
grade 2 $76
grade 3 $112
grade 4 $146
leather $ call

Casters

(page 15)
Unless otherwise specified Harmony chairs ship standard with CC casters.

Arm Bracket Heights

CC - twin wheel carpet $0
HFC - twin wheel hard floor $50
BC - twin wheel carpet braking $50
RBC - twin wheel lock when seated $187
HFBC - twin wheel hard floor braking $62
LRGC - 3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet $60
LRGH - 3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet hard floor $60
LMBC - large manual locking caster $96
URB - high mobility hard floor caster $150
CG - carpet glide $50
HFG - hard surface glide $60

(page 13)
Items below are all optional.
Unless otherwise specified Marathon chair arms will
include standard height arm brackets. Add the suffix
to any of the above arm options.
S - standard $ n/c
E - extended height $70
T - tall $70
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Marathon 4000 Series
S
model guide

TC - Tailbone Cutout add suffix to any of
the above seats and add the list prices $175
i.e.:REGEATC = $90 + $175 =$265

Seat Pans

(page 10)
PSP - petite 19¾”w x 19¾”d HR foam $0
PSPEA - petite 19¾”w x 19¾”d EA Foam $90
REG - original 20 ⅞”w x 20 ⅜”d HR foam $0
REGEA - original 20 ⅞”w x 20 ⅜”d EA foam $90
RSP - original 20 ⅞”w x 19 ⅜”d HR foam $0
RSPEA - original 20 ⅞”w x 19 ⅜”d EA foam $90
MSP - medium 21 ⅛”w x 22 ¼”d HR foam $170
MPEA - medium 21 ⅛”w x 22 ¼””d EA foam $220
LSP - large 22 ⅝”w x 22 ¼”d HR foam $95
LSPEA - large 22 ⅝”w x 22 ¼”d EA foam $140
WSP- x-sallow 24 ¾ w x 22”d HR foam $175
WSPEA- x-sallow 24 ¾ w x 22”d EA foam $225
XSP - x-large 24 ¾”w x 24½”d HR foam $175
XSPEA - x-large 24 ¾”w x 24½”d EA foam $225
TSHR - contoured 19 ½”w x 19 ⅛”d HR Foam $0
TSEA - contoured 19 ½”w x 19 ⅛”d EA foam $90
TLHR - contoured 20 ¼”w x 20”d HR foam $0
TLEA - contoured 20 ¼”w x 20”d EA foam $90

Mechanisms
(page 9)

1 - conference $0
2 - task $70
4 - task + seat slider $95
3 - multi-tilt $125
5 - knee tilt $150
8 - enhanced forward
knee tilt $150
9 - synchro tilt $150
7 - multi-shift upgrade $420
6- heavy duty upgrade $325

CS - Custom Seat Dimensions, add suffix
along with desired dimensions to any next
largest seat option from above and add the
list prices
i.e.: REGEACS1919 = $90 + $120 = $210
Multi-Shift Upgrade, (only available on the
#3 multi-tilt mechanism) includes ehanced
70mm casters, 28” base, extended duty
gas lift and reinforced multi-tilt mechanism.
$420
Stool Kit Option, (only available on the #2
task mechanism) includes ehanced 26”
base, 270mm gas lift, and a 20” footring.
$140

Heavy Duty Upgrade, includes enhanced
mechanism construction, reinforced nylon
base and upgraded seat construction. For
Headrest users up to 350 lbs. $325
(page 15)
Items below are all optional.
HR - adjustable headrest $290
NR - adjustable neck roll $290

FABRIC CODE

4
$730

$

$

$

Backrests
1 - low back $0
2 - high back $34
3 - high back enhanced thoracic $48

Arm Combos

(page 12)
Items below are all optional.
1
3
4
5
6
7
8

-

$

$

$

$

$

Fabric Options

Gas Lifts

Lumbar / Thoracic
Items below are all optional.
APL - air pump lumbar $90
APT - air pump thoacic $90
APLT - air pump lumbar
+ thoracic support $180
FL - enhanced fixed lumbar $50

3 way adjustable (polyurethane) $155
height adjustable kidney (upholstered) $126
height adjustable “T” arm (polyurethane) $105
breakaway arm (polyurethane) $201
pivoting kidney arm (upholstered) $174
tracking arm (polyurethane) $250
360° pivoting (upholstered) $189

$

(page 14)
Unless otherwise specified
mechanisms 1,2, 3, 4, and 9 come
standard with GL135. Mechanisms
5 and 8 come standard with GL75.
GL60 - x-short 2½” stroke $0
GL75 - short 3” stroke $0
GL100 - medium 4” stroke $0
GL120 - medium 4¾” stroke $0
GL135 - standard 5¼” stroke $0
GL200 - extended 8” stroke $53
SK270 - stool kit $140

(page 18)

grade 0 $0
grade 1 $44
grade 2 $76
grade 3 $112
grade 4 $146
leather $ call

Casters

(page 15)
Unless otherwise specified Marathon chairs ship standard with CC casters.

Arm Bracket Heights

CC - twin wheel carpet $0
HFC - twin wheel hard floor $50
BC - twin wheel carpet braking $50
RBC - twin wheel lock when seated $187
HFBC - twin wheel hard floor braking $62
LRGC - 3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet $60
LRGH - 3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet hard floor $60
LMBC - large manual locking caster $96
URB - high mobility hard floor caster $150
CG - carpet glide $50
HFG - hard surface glide $60

(page 13)
Items below are all optional.
Unless otherwise specified Marathon chair arms will
include standard height arm brackets. Add the suffix
to any of the above arm options.
S - standard $ n/c
E - extended height $70
T - tall $70
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Delta 9000 Series model guide

TC - Tailbone Cutout add suffix to any of
the above seats and add the list prices $175
i.e.:REGEATC = $90 + $175 =$265

Seat Pans

(page 10)
PSP - petite 19¾”w x 19¾”d HR foam $0
PSPEA - petite 19¾”w x 19¾”d EA Foam $90
REG - original 20 ⅞”w x 20 ⅜”d HR foam $0
REGEA - original 20 ⅞”w x 20 ⅜”d EA foam $90
RSP - original 20 ⅞”w x 19 ⅜”d HR foam $0
RSPEA - original 20 ⅞”w x 19 ⅜”d EA foam $90
MSP - medium 21 ⅛”w x 22 ¼”d HR foam $170
MPEA - medium 21 ⅛”w x 22 ¼””d EA foam $220
LSP - large 22 ⅝”w x 22 ¼”d HR foam $95
LSPEA - large 22 ⅝”w x 22 ¼”d EA foam $140
WSP- x-sallow 24 ¾ w x 22”d HR foam $175
WSPEA- x-sallow 24 ¾ w x 22”d EA foam $225
XSP - x-large 24 ¾”w x 24½”d HR foam $175
XSPEA - x-large 24 ¾”w x 24½”d EA foam $225
TSHR - contoured 19 ½”w x 19 ⅛”d HR Foam $0
TSEA - contoured 19 ½”w x 19 ⅛”d EA foam $90
TLHR - contoured 20 ¼”w x 20”d HR foam $0
TLEA - contoured 20 ¼”w x 20”d EA foam $90

Mechanisms
(page 9)

1 - conference $0
2 - task $70
4 - task + seat slider $95
3 - multi-tilt $125
5 - knee tilt $150
8 - enhanced forward
knee tilt $150
9 - synchro tilt $150
7 - multi-shift upgrade $420
6- heavy duty upgrade $325

CS - Custom Seat Dimensions, add suffix
along with desired dimensions to any next
largest seat option from above and add the
list prices
i.e.: REGEACS1919 = $90 + $120 = $210
Multi-Shift Upgrade, (only available on the
#3 multi-tilt mechanism) includes ehanced
70mm casters, 28” base, extended duty
gas lift and reinforced multi-tilt mechanism.
$420
Stool Kit Option, (only available on the #2
task mechanism) includes ehanced 26”
base, 270mm gas lift, and a 20” footring.
$140

Headrest

Heavy Duty Upgrade, includes enhanced
mechanism construction, reinforced nylon
base and upgraded seat construction. For
users up to 350 lbs. $325

(page 15)
Items below are all optional.
HR - adjustable headrest $290
NR - adjustable neck roll $290

FABRIC CODE

9
$772

$

$

Backrests
1 - low back $0
2 - high back $34

Arm Combos

(page 12)
Items below are all optional.
1
3
4
5
6
7
8

-

$

$

$

$

$

$

Fabric Options

Gas Lifts

Lumbar / Thoracic
Items below are all optional.
APL - air pump lumbar $90
APT - air pump thoacic $90
APLT - air pump lumbar
+ thoracic support $180
FL - enhanced fixed lumbar $50

3 way adjustable (polyurethane) $155
height adjustable kidney (upholstered) $126
height adjustable “T” arm (polyurethane) $105
breakaway arm (polyurethane) $201
pivoting kidney arm (upholstered) $174
tracking arm (polyurethane) $250
360° pivoting (upholstered) $189

$

(page 14)
Unless otherwise specified
mechanisms 1,2, 3, 4, and 9 come
standard with GL135. Mechanisms
5 and 8 come standard with GL75.
GL60 - x-short 2½” stroke $0
GL75 - short 3” stroke $0
GL100 - medium 4” stroke $0
GL120 - medium 4¾” stroke $0
GL135 - standard 5¼” stroke $0
GL200 - extended 8” stroke $53
SK270 - stool kit $140

(page 18)

grade 0 $0
grade 1 $50
grade 2 $87
grade 3 $128
grade 4 $166
leather $ call

Casters

(page 15)
Unless otherwise specified Delta chairs ship standard
with CC casters.

Arm Bracket Heights

CC - twin wheel carpet $0
HFC - twin wheel hard floor $50
BC - twin wheel carpet braking $50
RBC - twin wheel lock when seated $187
HFBC - twin wheel hard floor braking $62
LRGC - 3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet $60
LRGH - 3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet hard floor $60
LMBC - large manual locking caster $96
URB - high mobility hard floor caster $150
CG - carpet glide $50
HFG - hard surface glide $60

(page 13)
Items below are all optional.
Unless otherwise specified Marathon chair arms will
include standard height arm brackets. Add the suffix
to any of the above arm options.
S - standard $ n/c
E - extended height $70
T - tall $70
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Sierra 14000 Series model guide
Seat Pans

(page 10)
PSP - petite 19¾”w x 19¾”d HR foam $0
PSPEA - petite 19¾”w x 19¾”d EA Foam $90
REG - original 20 ⅞”w x 20 ⅜”d HR foam $0
REGEA - original 20 ⅞”w x 20 ⅜”d EA foam $90
RSP - original 20 ⅞”w x 19 ⅜”d HR foam $0
RSPEA - original 20 ⅞”w x 19 ⅜”d EA foam $90
MSP - medium 21 ⅛”w x 22 ¼”d HR foam $170
MPEA - medium 21 ⅛”w x 22 ¼””d EA foam $220
LSP - large 22 ⅝”w x 22 ¼”d HR foam $95
LSPEA - large 22 ⅝”w x 22 ¼”d EA foam $140
WSP- x-sallow 24 ¾ w x 22”d HR foam $175
WSPEA- x-sallow 24 ¾ w x 22”d EA foam $225
XSP - x-large 24 ¾”w x 24½”d HR foam $175
XSPEA - x-large 24 ¾”w x 24½”d EA foam $225
TSHR - contoured 19 ½”w x 19 ⅛”d HR Foam $0
TSEA - contoured 19 ½”w x 19 ⅛”d EA foam $90
TLHR - contoured 20 ¼”w x 20”d HR foam $0
TLEA - contoured 20 ¼”w x 20”d EA foam $90

Mechanisms
(page 9)

1 - conference $0
2 - task $70
4 - task + seat slider $95
3 - multi-tilt $125
5 - knee tilt $150
8 - enhanced forward
knee tilt $150
9 - synchro tilt $150
7 - multi-shift upgrade $420

TC - Tailbone Cutout add suffix to any of
the above seats and add the list prices $175
i.e.:REGEATC = $90 + $175 =$265
CS - Custom Seat Dimensions, add suffix
along with desired dimensions to any next
largest seat option from above and add the
list prices
i.e.: REGEACS1919 = $90 + $120 = $210
Multi-Shift Upgrade, (only available on the
#3 multi-tilt mechanism) includes ehanced
70mm casters, 28” base, extended duty
gas lift and reinforced multi-tilt mechanism.
$420
Stool Kit Option, (only available on the #2
task mechanism) includes ehanced 26”
base, 270mm gas lift, and a 20” footring.
$140

Headrest

(page 15)
Items below are all optional.
HR - adjustable headrest $290
NR - adjustable neck roll $290

FABRIC CODE

14
$756

$

$

Backrests
1 - low back $0
2 - high back $34
8 - executive high back $285

$

$

$

$

Items below are all optional.
APT - air pump thoacic $90

3 way adjustable (polyurethane) $155
height adjustable kidney (upholstered) $126
height adjustable “T” arm (polyurethane) $105
breakaway arm (polyurethane) $201
pivoting kidney arm (upholstered) $174
tracking arm (polyurethane) $250
360° pivoting (upholstered) $189

$

Fabric Options

(page 14)
Unless otherwise specified
mechanisms 1,2, 3, 4, and 9 come
standard with GL135. Mechanisms
5 and 8 come standard with GL75.
GL60 - x-short 2½” stroke $0
GL75 - short 3” stroke $0
GL100 - medium 4” stroke $0
GL120 - medium 4¾” stroke $0
GL135 - standard 5¼” stroke $0
GL200 - extended 8” stroke $53
SK270 - stool kit $140

(page 12)
Items below are all optional.
-

$

Gas Lifts

Lumbar / Thoracic

Arm Combos

1
3
4
5
6
7
8

$

(page 18)

grade 0 $0
grade 1 $44
grade 2 $76
grade 3 $112
grade 4 $146
leather $ call

Casters

(page 15)
Unless otherwise specified Sierra chairs ship standard
with CC casters.

Arm Bracket Heights

CC - twin wheel carpet $0
HFC - twin wheel hard floor $50
BC - twin wheel carpet braking $50
RBC - twin wheel lock when seated $187
HFBC - twin wheel hard floor braking $62
LRGC - 3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet $60
LRGH - 3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet hard floor $60
LMBC - large manual locking caster $96
URB - high mobility hard floor caster $150
CG - carpet glide $50
HFG - hard surface glide $60

(page 13)
Items below are all optional.
Unless otherwise specified Marathon chair arms will
include standard height arm brackets. Add the suffix
to any of the above arm options.
S - standard $ n/c
E - extended height $70
T - tall $70

Page 5

Stamina model guide
g

CAPABILITIES

Chair Mechanism: hybrid style offering free float and
fixed posture modes
Seat Height:
16½" - 21¾" (standard cylinder)
Seat Tilt:
15°rearward, 6° forward
Backrest :
21½" wide x 23" high
Arms (optional): fixed "T" arm (standard),
adjustable "T" arm
Base:
black 6 leg steel base (standard)
Caster options:
carpet casters (standard),
twin-wheel industrial casters

Seat Pans
(page 10)
XSP - x-large 24 ¾”w x 24½”d HR foam $0
WSP- x-shallow 24 ¾ w x 22”d HR foam $60
WSPEA- x-shallow 24 ¾ w x 22”d EA foam $110
XSPEA - x-large 24 ¾”w x 24½”d EA foam $60

Backrests
1 - low back $0
2 - high back $0

TC - tailbone cutout add suffix to any of the above
seats and add the list prices - $175
Headrest
i.e.:XSPEATC = $40 + $175 =$260
Currently not available

Mechanisms
(page 9)
3 - multi-tilt $88

11
$1920

9
$0

GL100HD
$

$

$

$0

$

$

$0

$

Lumbar / Thoracic

Fabric Options

Items below are all optional.
Stamina comes standard with
a basic integrated lumbar and
thoracic support.

Arm Combos
(page 12)
3 - fixed height arm $160
4 - adjustable “T” arm $160

$

APL - air pump lumbar $90
APT - air pump thoacic $90
APLT - air pump lumbar
+ thoracic support $180
FL - enhanced fixed lumbar $50

Gas Lifts
(page 14)
GL100HD - standard 4” stroke $0

Base
Unless otherwise specified
Stamina ships with a 28” black
nylon base

(page 18)

grade 0 $0
grade 1 $44
grade 2 $76
grade 3 $112
grade 4 $146
leather $ call

Casters

(page 15)
Unless otherwise specified Marathon chairs ship
standard with CC casters.
CC - twin wheel carpet $0
HFC - twin wheel hard floor $50
HFBC - twin wheel hard floor braking $75
LRGC - 3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet $72
LRGH - 3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet hard floor $72
URB - high mobility hard floor caster $150
CG - carpet glide $60
HFG - hard surface glide $70

Chair Mechanism Features

seat height
adjustment

back height
adjustment

back angle
adjustment

seat tilt
adjustment
Page 6

SpineSaver model guide

saddle height range:
GL135 cylinder 17" - 22.5"
GL200 cylinder 21.5" - 29.5"
GL270 cylinder 24.5” - 34.5”

backrest (optional):
mid back - 12½” wide x 8” high
high back - 12½” wide x 12” high

Casters

(page 15)
Unless otherwise specified SpineSaver chairs ship
standard with CC casters.
CC - twin wheel carpet $0
HFC - twin wheel hard floor $50
BC - twin wheel carpet braking $50
RBC - twin wheel lock when seated $187
HFBC - twin wheel hard floor braking $62
LRGC - 3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet $60
LRGH - 3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet hard floor $60
LMBC - large manual locking caster $96
URB - high mobility hard floor caster $150
CG - carpet glide $50
HFG - hard surface glide $60

Saddle Seat Option
Backrest
Standard with no backrest

SS - Saddle Seat $0
TS - “T” Seat Pan $0

10 - no backrest $0
21 - mid back $160
22 - high back $240

FABRIC CODE

SS1
$580

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Footring

(page 15)
Items below are all optional.

Arm Combos

(page 12)
Items below are all optional.
1
3
4
5
6
7
8

-

FR - 18” aluminum $85

3 way adjustable (polyurethane) $155
height adjustable kidney (upholstered) $120
height adjustable “T” arm (polyurethane) $100
breakaway arm (polyurethane) $190
pivoting kidney arm (upholstered) $165
tracking arm (polyurethane) $250
360° pivoting (upholstered) $180

Arm Bracket Heights

(page 13)
Items below are all optional.
Unless otherwise specified Marathon chair arms will
include standard height arm brackets. Add the suffix
to any of the above arm options.
S - standard $ n/c
E - extended height $70
T - tall $70

Base
Unless otherwise specified
standard with 23” nylon base.
A20 - 20” aluminum base $75
A23 - 23” aluminum base $95

Gas Lifts

(page 14)
Unless otherwise specified
standard with GL200 black finish.
GL135 - 5¼” stroke, black $0
GL135C - 5¼” stroke, chrome $20
GL200 - 8” stroke, black $0
GL200C - 8” stroke, chrome $25
GL270 - 10” stroke, black $25
GL270C - 10” stroke, chrome $45

Page 7

Fabric Options
(page 18)

grade 0 $0
grade 1 $30
grade 2 $50
grade 3 $75
grade 4 $100
leather $ call

Work Station Planning
Five Reference Postures
The five reference postures represents a range of postures observed at computer workstations, but may be useful for many other common workplace tasks as well.
Reclined Sitting Posture
The user's torso and neck are straight and recline between 105
and 120 degrees from the thighs. Lower legs are slightly reclined.
Keyboard and/or work surface may require positive tilt.
Upright Sitting Posture
The user’s torso and neck are approximately vertical and in line
(between 90° and 105° from the thighs), the thighs are approximately horizontal, and the lower legs are vertical.
Declined Sitting Posture
The user's thighs are inclined with the buttocks higher than the Reclined Sitting Upright Sitting
Declined Sitting
Partially Standing Standing
knee and the angle between the thighs and the torso is greater
Posture
Posture
Posture
Posture
Posture
than 90 degrees. The torso is vertical or slightly reclined and the
lower legs are vertical. Keyboard and/or work surface may require
negative tilt.
Partially Standing Posture
The user's torso and neck are straight, the angle formed by the
torso and thighs can range between 120 and 160 degrees. Keyboard and/or work surface may require height adjustability and/or
positive/negative tilt.
Standing Posture
The user’s legs, torso, neck and head are approximately in line and
vertical. Keyboard and/or work surface may require negative tilt.
Seat Height
For optimal flexibility, the height range of the seat should include heights both slightly lower
and slightly higher than your ideal setting. To give you some idea of where your seat height
should be in relation to how tall you are; seated heights from 15” - 22” will accommodate
users from 5’0” tall to 6’4” tall. Few chairs offer this large a seat height range so pay careful
attention to the seated height range of any chair you are considering. All Built2Last chairs
offer a variety of gas lift options so the chair can be ordered with the correct height range for
the individual. User who prefer a declined sitting posture will require a higher seat height.
Reclined Sitting
Posture

Declined Sitting
Posture
12°
distance to
screen

20”- 30”
12°
screen
height

distance to
screen

65.0”

20”- 30”
screen
height

48.5”
keyboard
height

43.0”

keyboard
height
seat
height

26.5”

17.0”

Bifocal or Progressive Eyeglasses Users
30°

distance to
screen

16”- 18”
screen
height

30°

distance to
screen

65.0”

16”- 18”
screen
height

48.5”

keyboard
height

43.0”

keyboard
height

26.5”

seat
height

17.0”
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Mechanism Options
#1 Swivel Tilter (meeting/conference)
Independent adjustments for seat height and combined seat/back angle are both easily activated by labeled easy to reach PictoPaddles. Back
height adjustments can be made in 1/2” increments while seated, with our internal ratchet system.
#2 Task Mechanism
Independent adjustments for seat height, seat angle and back angle are all easily activated by labeled easy to reach PictoPaddles. Back height
adjustments can be made in 1/2” increments while seated, with our internal ratchet system.
#3 Multi-Tilt
Independent adjustments for seat height, seat angle, back angle, integrated seat depth adjuster, plus swivel tilt and infinite tilt lock. This allows
the user to position the chair in any stationary position throughout its tilting range. The forward tilt dial allows the user to choose a resting seat
angle of 3½° rearward , or a forward incline of 5° or any value in between. Back height adjustments can be made in 1/2” increments while
seated, with our internal ratchet system.
#5 Knee-Tilt Control
The Knee-Tilt mechanism includes most of the same features of the Multi-Tilt, with the additional benefit of an enhanced forward pivot point and
also includes the integrated seat depth adjuster. This allows the operator to easily recline in the chair while keeping their feet firmly planted on
the floor. Back height adjustments can be made in 1/2” increments while seated, with our internal ratchet system.
#8 Enhanced Forward-Tilt Knee-Tilt Control
The Enhanced Forward-Tilt / Knee-Tilt mechanism includes all of the features of the #5 Knee-Tilt, with the additional benefit of enhanced forward tilt to a maximum of 6° forward and also integrated seat depth adjuster. This allows the operator to easily recline in the chair while keeping
their feet firmly planted on the floor as well as the ability to put the seat pan into a forward tilting mode allowing for a more open trunk to thigh
angle which results in a healthier more lordotic spinal curve while seated. Back height adjustments can be made in 1/2” increments while
seated, with our internal ratchet system.
#9 Synchro-Tilt Control
The Synchonous (Synchro)-Tilt mechanism is a unique action unit that closely mimics the body's natural pivot points at the hip, knee and ankle
for a comfortable and fluid seated experience. The back to seat ratio of 1.87:1 makes the act of reclining (with feet firmly planted on the floor)
and returning back to an active working posture effortless and completely natural. This mechanism also has the ability to alter the back to seat
relationship with its back angle control lever and integrated seat depth adjuster. Back height adjustments can be made in 1/2” increments while
seated, with our internal ratchet system.

seat height
adjustment

back height
adjustment

back angle
adjustment

seat tilt
adjustment

seat depth
adjustment

Seat Depth Adjuster
The seat depth adjuster is fully integrated on the #3 Multi-Tilt, #5 Knee-Tilt, #8 Enhanced Forward-Tilt / Knee-Tilt and #9 synchro tilt controls. This
feature allows individuals to fine tune their seat depth by 2½” in ½” increments while remaining seated. The ability to achieve the correct seat to
back depth relationship dramatically enhances posture, support and circulation to the legs.

Compare Chair Mechanisms
#1 swivel/tilter

#2 posture

#3 multi-tilt

#5 knee-tilt

#8 forward knee-tilt

#9 synchro-tilt

seat tilt rearward

6º

6º

20º

15º

15º

8º

seat tilt forward

0º

-6º

-5º
adjust +3½ º to 5º

0º

-6º

-2º

seat pivot point

center

center

center

forward (knee)

forward (knee)

forward

tilt lock

one position
includes swivel/tilt

yes
no tension adj.

tilt & tension lock
infinite lock

tilt & tension lock
infinite lock

tilt & tension lock
infinite lock

tilt & tension lock
infinite lock

back angle
adjustment

6º

11º

16º

16º

16º

16º

back height
adjustment

4” ratchet

4” ratchet

4” ratchet

4” ratchet

4” ratchet

4” ratchet

seat depth
adjustment

optional
2½” travel

optional
2½” travel

integrated
2½” travel

integrated
2½” travel

integrated
2½” travel

integrated
2½” travel
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Seat Size Options
Our commitment to providing individualized solutions to ergonomic needs begins
with our recognition that a properly fitted, comfortable seat is essential. All of our task
chairs are available in nineteen different configurations of size, contouring and foam
characteristics. All Built2Last™ seats are created from the highest quality materials,
in proprietary molds and distinguished into two series by the characteristics of their
contouring. Unless specified, our task chairs ship with our Original Seat Pan (REG).
An inappropriately sized seat pan can be uncomfortable, provide inadequate support
to the legs, and restrict movement. One that is too short can place excess pressure
on the buttocks of taller users, one that is too long can place excess pressure on
the knee area of shorter users and minimize back support. One that is too small can
restrict movement and provide inadequate support. Prolonged use can restrict blood
flow to the legs and create irritation and pain.
Seat pan should be “depth” adjustable to adequately support taller users while
allowing shorter users to sit with their back fully supported. The seat pan should
provide support for most of the thigh without contact between the back of the user’s
knee and the front edge of the seat pan.
Use of a footrest may elevate the knee slightly to relieve pressure on the back of the
leg, and enhance comfort for some users.
The seat pan of a chair is properly positioned when it allows for about two fingers
to fit between the back of your knee and the front of the seat. A proper seat depth
setting allows the user to sit all the way back so the user can position the curve of
the back to meet their curves when sitting back and utilize the lumbar and/or thoracic
curve of the chair back.

Original Series
A traditional seat cushion with gentle sculpting and a waterfall front edge, designed to maximize comfort and support. It is available in nine sizes,
all available in High Resiliency foam. The PSP, REG, LSP and MSP, TS, TL, WSP, XSP and RSP are all available in Energy Absorbing foam (EA).
TRAC (Total Relief and Comfort) Series
This series features both front to rear and side to side contouring with a gentle pummel in the front and a water fall front edge. It is available in two
sizes, Petite and Standard, with either High Resiliency or Energy Absorbing foam.

Compare Chair Seats
HR foam model #

EA foam model #

seat width

seat depth

petite seat pan

PSP

PSPEA

19 ¾”

19 ¾”

regular seat pan

REG

REGEA

20 ⅞”

20 ⅜”

medium seat pan

MSP

MSPEA

21 ⅛”

22 ¼”

large seat pan

LSP

LSPEA

22 ⅝”

22 ¼”

petite TRAC seat pan

TSHR

TSEA

19 ½”

19 ⅛”

standard TRAC seat

TLHR

TLEA

20 ¼”

20”

xl - shallow

WSP

WSPE

24 ¾”

22”

extra large seat pan

XSP

XSPEA

24 ¾”

24 ½”

reduced depth pan

RSP

RSPER

20 ⅞”

19 ⅜”
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When you sit on a closed cell high resiliency foam chair seat, the air pressure and stored energy
in compressed cells pushes back against you as well as downwards. This causes pressure points,
which can constrict circulation at the area of contact. When you place a load on this type of foam
seat, it compresses but wants to spring back to its original shape immediately. The air in sealed
foam cells has nowhere to go, so it pushes back to the same extent pressure is applied. Basically,
the foam in the seat will not just want to spring back in the direction of your pressure, it will also
want to spring in the opposite direction. In the case of our high resiliency (HR) seats and backs,
we use a very special formula with reduced stored energy in cell walls making it more pliable than
traditional closed cell foams. The result is a very nice balance between firm support and reducing
the liklihood of pressure points. We have perfected this formula over many years of production and
testing.

Seat Foam Options

When you sit on a visco elastic (energy absorbing) foam seat there is no air left in the cell to push
back and cause discomfort. The air is spread to adjoining cells and the foam simply ‘melts’ under
you to provide long-term, balanced support and comfort. A visco elastic foam seat reacts differently. Its unsealed cells ‘collapse’ under a load, compress fully and spread the air pressure within to
adjoining cells. Because of the way visco-elastic foam deforms, it tends to shape to whatever is applying pressure, but it does not have the strength of spring-back pressure a more conventional foam
with air-filled cells has. It is this ability to conform to our body’s shape that makes visco memory
foam seats feel so unique, and distribute weight so effectively all EA foams are not created equal,
we use the highest quality available in our “EA” seats.
Pressure map images reveal areas of high
(red) and low (blue) pressure on the buttocks
while seated. In this example high pressure
over the ischial tuberosities is greater in the
conventional foam seat. The visco elastic
foam seat disperses energy over a greater
surface area, as viewed by the larger blue
surface area.
The ischial tuberosites make up only 8% of
the seat surface, but carries up to 65% of the
body’s weight. Visco elastic foam helps to
evenly distribute the body’s weight.
conventional foam seat (HR foam)

visco elastic foam seat (EA foam)

We have developed the “3-Panel Upholstery Technique”, or FrenchStitching as we refer to it which does not compress the foam like
our competitors who use the old-fashioned “pull hard and staple”
method.
Our classic french-stitching detail not only allows the foam to keep
its natural shape and design and to perform as it was designed
and intended to, but it also gives the chair a much more substantial
and high end appearance. By allowing the foam to fully return to its
original shape after a long day of use the life span of the foam seat
is also greatly enhanced, which is great from an economic point of
view of course, but is also very responsible environmentally.

Coccyx (tail bone) Cut-out
A coccyx cut-out can be the solution to the problem of sitting
for long periods of time for coccyx pain sufferers. The shape
of the coccyx cut-out, which is fitted beneath the upholstery of
the seat, will significantly reduce the pressure on the coccyx
(or tailbone) which should allow you to stay seated for longer
and to work without being distracted by pain.
TC - tailbone cutout add suffix to any of the above seats and
add the list prices - $175
i.e.:REGEATC = $85 + $175 =$260
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Standard Arm Rest Options
22º

35º

22º

#1 three way adjustable arm
The three way armrests allows for 3 directions of adjustment.
Our soft skinned armrest is easy to clean, and includes forward and back depth adjustment, horizontal with adjustability
in both the pad and bracket, plus the addition of a horizontal
pivot.

#6 adjustable pivoting kidney arm
Our classic and time tested 1/4 pivot mechanism has proven
to be a long-time best seller. The centrally located pivot point
allows pivot adjustments to be made without affecting the
fore/aft location of the arm pad. This option tends to be ideal
for the multi-tasking and moderately intensive computer user.

Pad: 4” L x 9½” W

Pad: 9¾” L x 4¾”W
22º

22º

2¼”

2¼”

#7 adjustable tracking arm
Our tracking arm mechanism has a unique motion. As the
arm pad is pushed forward it will simultaneously angle in 20
degrees toward the user. It is an acceptable travel for many
tasks and applications however, if greater micro-adjustability
is required the other pivot mechanisms may be a better fit.

#3 non-pivoting adjustable kidney arm
Non-pivoting for those who do not require pad rotation. A
stylish kidney shape for maximum forearm support, available
in matching fabric or black leather like vinyl. The arm bracket
includes height and width adjustability.
Pad: 9¾” L x 4¾”W

Pad: 10¼ L” x 4¾” W
360º

360º

#8 adjustable 360° pivoting arm
Our full 360 degree pivot mechanism adds a greater degree
of flexibility in terms of arm pad placement. The pivot point is
located slightly rearward of the centre point allowing for two
distinct fore/aft placement options. The increased pivot range
allows the arm pads to be brought closer to the user.

#4 adjustable “T” arm
Comfortable and functional, the “T” style arm is crafted of
very durable soft skinned polyurethane. Height and width
adjustable, our most cost effective arm option.
Pad: 10” L x 3” L

Pad: 11½” L x 4¾” W

Phenolic tablet suface 12”w x 11”d

#6T adjustable tablet arm (right hand)
The 6T option which allows the user to simply flip and rotate
a personal work surface directly into their convenient and
comfortable reach zone. It is even possible to recline slightly
while performing these tasks greatly enhancing the user’s
comfort. Writing, paperwork and tablet computer operation are
some of the common uses; the possibilities really are nearly
endless. At this time we are only able to offer a right-handed
tablet mechanism. Works exclusively with our #6 style arm.

#5 adjustable breakaway arm
Crafted of a very durable soft skinned polyurethane. Simply
lift the arm up for the arm to fall rearward in a “break away”
action, ideal for users requiring the ability to temporarily
remove a chair arm from the workspace without removing the
entire arm.
Pad: 10” L x 3” L
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Universal Arm Mounting System
Our universal arm fastening system allows for simple, tool-free installation and width adjustment of all arm styles. All BUILT2LAST™ task
chair arm models can be easily added, removed or even exchanged
with other BUILT2LAST™ chairs. Welded directly to the chair’s
mechanism, the universal arm bracket is an integral part of the chair
control for unsurpassed strength. The structural strength of the seat
pan is not compromised the way it is in most competitor’s chairs due
to the fact that our metal to metal connection does not make any
contact with the more fragile and vulnerable hard wood seat pan
core. This means your BUILT2LAST™ chair will have an incredibly long service life and that your seat pan will maintain it’s original
strength and shape allowing it to provide the support it was designed
to provide.

universal arm bracket
welded to mechanism
body for greater arm
strength and stability

Arm Bracket Options
We recognize the importance and ergonomic value of being able to customize
every aspect and detail of your Built2Last chair and with that firmly in mind we offer
three different arm rest adjustment brackets. When combined with the inherent
adjustment built in to each bracket and the range of arm pad options below, we
believe that every user and possible task can be accommodated.
There are a number of potential comfort and user safety issues associated with
selecting incorrectly fitting arm rests that include:
Too low may cause you to lean over to the side to rest one forearm. This
can result in uneven and awkward postures, fatiguing the neck, shoulders,
and back.

Standard
Extended
Tall
7¾” - 10¾”
8¾” - 11¾”
9¾” - 12¾”
dimensions do not include height of pad

Too high may cause you to maintain raised shoulders, which can result in
muscle tension and fatigue in the neck and shoulders.
Too wide cause you to reach with the elbow and bend forward for support.
Reaching pulls the arm from the body and can result in muscle fatigue in the
shoulders and neck.
Too close can restrict movement in and out of the chair.
Too large or inappropriately placed may interfere with the positioning of the
chair. If the chair cannot be placed close enough to the keyboard, you may
need to reach and lean forward in your chair. This can fatigue and strain the
lower back, arm, and shoulder.

Personal Work Surface Tablet Arm
12” (304mm) x 11” (279mm) phenolic work surface
for use with B2L #6 pivoting armrest. Arm # 6T.

The 6T utilizes our option which allows user to simply flip and rotate a
personal work surface directly into their convenient and comfortable reach
zone. It is even possible to recline slightly while performing these tasks
greatly enhancing the user’s comfort. Writing, paperwork and tablet computer operation are some of the common uses we have been made aware
of however; the possibilities really are nearly endless.
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REG, REGEA, PSP, PSPEA, RSP, RSPEA seat height guide
60mm stroke

#1 conference

upper

13.788”

16.538”

#1 conference

lower

upper
21.363

upper

14.488

17.238

#1 conference

lower

upper

15.948

19.820

#2 task

14.238”

16.988”

#2 task

14.938”

17.688”

#2 task

16.398”

20.270”

15.238”

17.925”

#3 muli-tilt

15.938”

18.625”

#3 muli-tilt

17.398”

21.270”

#5 & 8 knee tilt

16.363”

19.113”

#5 & 8 knee tilt

17.063”

19.813”

#5 & 8 knee tilt

18.523”

22.395”

#9 synchro tilt

16.850”

19.238”

#9 synchro tilt

17.250”

19.938”

#9 synchro tilt

18.710”

22.520”

135mm stroke

16.675

100mm stroke

lower

#3 muli-tilt

120mm stroke

#1 conference

80mm stroke

lower

200mm stroke

lower

upper

#1 conference

17.050

22.300

270mm stroke

lower

upper

#1 conference

20.593

28.678

lower

upper

#1 conference

23.467

33.717

#2 task

17.125”

21.813”

#2 task

17.500”

22.750

#2 task

21.043”

29.128

#2 task

23.917”

34.167

#3 muli-tilt

18.125”

22.750

#3 muli-tilt

18.500

23.688

#3 muli-tilt

22.043

30.066

#3 muli-tilt

24.917

35.105

#5 & 8 knee tilt

19.250

23.938

#5 & 8 knee tilt

19.625

24.875

#5 & 8 knee tilt

23.168

31.253

#5 & 8 knee tilt

26.042

36.292

#9 synchro tilt

19.438

24.063

#9 synchro tilt

19.813

25.000

#9 synchro tilt

23.356

31.378

#9 synchro tilt

26.230

36.417

MSP, MSPEA, LSP, LSPEA, WSP, XSP, XSPEA seat height guide
60mm stroke

80mm stroke

lower

upper

#1 conference

14.225”

16.975”

#2 task

14.238”

16.988”

#3 muli-tilt

15.238”

100mm stroke

lower

upper

lower

upper

#1 conference

14.925

17.675

#2 task

15.375”

18.125

#1 conference

16.385

20.257

#2 task

16.835”

17.925”

#3 muli-tilt

16.375

20.707

19.063

#3 muli-tilt

17.835”

21.645

#5 & 8 knee tilt

16.363”

19.113”

#5 & 8 knee tilt

17.500

20.250

#5 & 8 knee tilt

18.960

22.832

#9 synchro tilt

16.550”

19.238”

#9 synchro tilt

17.688

20.375

#9 synchro tilt

19.148

22.957

120mm stroke

135mm stroke

200mm stroke

upper

#1 conference

17.113

21.800

#2 task

17.563”

22.250

#2 task

17.938

23.188

#2 task

21.481

29.566

#2 task

24.355

34.605

#3 muli-tilt

18.563

23.188

#3 muli-tilt

18.938

24.125

#3 muli-tilt

22.481

30.503

#3 muli-tilt

25.355

35.542

#1 conference

lower

upper

17.488

22.738

270mm stroke

lower

#1 conference

lower

upper

21.031

29.116

#1 conference

lower

upper

23.905

34155

#5 & 8 knee tilt

19.688

24.375

#5 & 8 knee tilt

20.063

25.313

#5 & 8 knee tilt

23.606

31.691

#5 & 8 knee tilt

26.480

36.730

#9 synchro tilt

19.875

25.500

#9 synchro tilt

20.250

25.438

#9 synchro tilt

23.793

31.816

#9 synchro tilt

26.667

36.855

TSHR, TSEA, TLHR, TLEA seat height guide
60mm stroke
upper

#1 conference

12.913”

15.663”

#2 task

13.363”

16.113”

#3 muli-tilt

14.363”

upper

#1 conference

13.613

16.363

#2 task

14.063

16.813

17.075”

#3 muli-tilt

15.063

upper

15.800

20.488

lower

upper

#1 conference

15.073

18.945

#2 task

15.523

19.395

17.750

#3 muli-tilt

16.523

20.322

15.418”

18.283”

#5 & 8 knee tilt

16.188

18.983

#5 & 8 knee tilt

17.648

21.520

#9 synchro tilt

15.675”

18.363”

#9 synchro tilt

16.375

19.063

#9 synchro tilt

17.835

21.645

135mm stroke

lower

100mm stroke

lower

#5 & 8 knee tilt

120mm stroke

#1 conference

80mm stroke

lower

#1 conference

200mm stroke

lower

upper

16.175

21.425

#1 conference

270mm stroke

lower

upper

19.718

27.803

#1 conference

lower

upper

22.592

32.842

#2 task

16.250

20.938

#2 task

16.625

21.875

#2 task

20.168

28.253

#2 task

23.042

33.292

#3 muli-tilt

17.250

21.875

#3 muli-tilt

17.625

22.813

#3 muli-tilt

21.168

29.191

#3 muli-tilt

24.042

34.230

#5 & 8 knee tilt

18.375

23.063

#5 & 8 knee tilt

18.750

24.000

#5 & 8 knee tilt

22.293

30.378

#5 & 8 knee tilt

25.167

35.417

#9 synchro tilt

18.563

23.188

#9 synchro tilt

18.938

24.125

#9 synchro tilt

22.481

30.503

#9 synchro tilt

25.355

35.542
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Caster Options

RBC

55mm twin wheel hooded carpet caster (standard on all B2L chairs)
50mm twin wheel braking carpet caster - resists chair from rolling when unoccupied
55mm twin wheel hard floor surface caster - for use on all hard floor surfaces
50mm twin wheel braking hard floor surface caster - for use on all hard floor surfaces, resists chair from
rolling when unoccupied
50mm twin wheel reverse braking cater - prevents chair from rolling when occupied

LRGC
LRGH

3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet caster
3” (75mm) twin wheel carpet hard floor caster - for use on all hard floor surfaces

LMBC

3” (75mm) twin wheel manual locking caster - resists chair from rolling when lock is engaged

URB

ultra quiet, ultra smooth , high mobility ball bearing roller blade style hard floor caster. This option adds 1.25”
to the seat height

CG
HFG

carpet glide - chair remains stationary at all times
hard surface glide - chair remains stationary at all times

CC
BC
HFC
HFBC

** combine two glides with three 55mm casters for easy repositioning of stationary chairs

HDCC 500lbs capacity all surface caster

Adjustable Headrest/Neckroll Options
Neckroll

Headrest

width 9½”, height 4¾”

width 12”, height 6¾”
A properly designed and fitted headrest or neckroll can make
all the difference in giving a user’s neck and upper back
muscles a break from the tiring task of supporting the head
during computer, paper and a myriad of other tasks. We offer
two upholstered pad sizes: the larger is designed as a head
rest the smaller is ideal as a neck support. The innovative
mechanism with its self-ratcheting height adjustment and
dual pivot points is able to be manipulated easily into an
infinite number of positions to provide tailored support. The
friction mechanism requires no knobs, levers or tools to be
moved to a new position and holds its placement extremely
well provided only normal force is applied to the pad.

Footring Options
Footrings support user’s legs for various height requirements so that problems including fatigue, poor posture
and decreased circulation can be avoided. Adjustable height, 20” diameter, cast aluminum; recommended for
medium and high height chair models
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BUILT2LAST™ Terms and Conditions
Order Information Terms & Conditions
All orders are subject to acceptance by EA. Customers are responsible for the accuracy of information. EA’s confirmation order will be your
acknowledgement of acceptance; this acknowledgment is final and binding.
Payment and Credit Terms
Payment for customers with approved credit, in good standing, is net 30 days from the date of invoice. Initial orders and orders for non-standard product
may require a 50% deposit, balance COD. An interest rate of 2% per month (24% per annum) will be charged on all overdue accounts which is subject
to change without notice. All orders are subject to EA approval. We reserve the right to withhold shipment of orders due to customer’s failure to provide
current credit information or failure to pay past due invoices.
Prices
All prices shown are the BUILT2LAST™ suggested list price, which are FOB factory. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. The
possession of this price list does not constitute an offer to sell. This price list is dated January 2018 which supersedes all previous price lists.
Cancellations
Orders acknowledged by EA cannot be altered or cancelled without the written consent of EA. Should EA consent to the alteration or cancellation of
an order, EA reserves the right to charge for the portion of the order completed. Cancellations for COM, COL, CSM, CSL, or special orders will not be
accepted.
Production Lead Times
BUILT2LAST™ will produce and ship all standard product orders in three to four weeks; however, most models are shipped within a two-week time
frame or less. Lead-time commences on the date that the confirmation is sent by our order entry desk. Custom orders will ship within eight weeks.
Orders for Customer Specified and Customers Own Material will vary, and will ship three to four weeks from the date of receipt of material at the factory.
Ship Dates
Ship dates for all orders specify the day on which the product has been designated to depart the factory via the appropriate carrier. EA cannot offer or
assume liability for any date of receipt by the consignee. Delivery times may vary and are subject to a wide range of variables. We encourage customers
to clearly communicate not only the specifics of time, but also the nature of the receiving area and any special considerations that may affect the choice
and requirements of the carrier to ensure the greatest likelihood of successful and on time installations.
Freight and Shipping Methods
All prices shown are the BUILT2LAST™ suggested list price and are FOB at the BUILT2LAST™ factory in Newmarket, Ontario. Freight will be prepaid on orders exceeding $1000 net invoice on for dealers on standard freight program. All BUILT2LAST™ products are shipped knocked down; extra
charges may apply for goods shipped fully assembled. Unless requested and mutually agreed upon, EA will ship goods via the mode of transportation
and carrier it deems appropriate. All products are carried to the common carrier in good condition, and once goods are transferred to the carrier EA’s
liability ceases. EA offers various freight programs, ask EA customer service if you qualify and which may be most suitable.
Receiving Procedures
At the time of delivery, inspect the boxes/skids on all sides as well as the boxes on the skids. Save all packing material for return shipment. All freight
is packaged as follows: All items are shipped in new boxes. They are then shrink wrapped and strapped to a wooden skid and labeled fragile. If your
shipment is not received in this condition, note on the delivery receipt the condition in which it was delivered (i.e. shrink wrap not in tact, skid broken
down etc.) You, the customer has the right to open and inspect the contents of the boxes while the driver waits. If you sign your name on the delivery
receipt, you have just signed for freight “free and clear”. Consider including the statement “subject to inspection” when signing for all your deliveries.
Make any observational notes on the delivery receipt before the carrier leaves. This will protect you against any potential visible as well as concealed
damage. If there is any damage no matter how slight, sign the delivery receipt “DAMAGED”. Specifically, record what the damage was and the
description of the damage. Take photos to document the nature of the damage. Without this record, EA will not be able to replace the damaged items.
If you the customer will not be signing for the freight in person make sure the person who is responsible for the signing is aware of the procedure. If
the freight is to be picked up at a local terminal, follow the above procedures before leaving the carrier terminal. You must call EA at 905-830-4441 ext.
0 within five (5) business days in order to file a claim. EA will notify you regarding the retrieval of damaged materials, either via a return authorization
(RA) number, or send a freight representative to the “ship to” address for inspection. EA will promptly send you a replacement. EA cannot replace your
product without the above information. If you have any questions, please contact our office at 905-830-4441 ext. 0.
Returns
Return Authorization (RA) is required for all returned merchandise. Only packages that have a return authorization number clearly indicated on the
outside of the box will be accepted. To obtain an RA number, please contact EA Customer Service at 905-830-4441 ext. 0. Shipping must be prepaid on
all returned goods. EA reserves the right to charge a restocking fee, amount to be determined before goods are returned. Merchandise must be received
in 100% brand new condition and damaged returns will be subject to an additional charge. Custom fabricated merchandise cannot be returned for credit.
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BUILT2LAST™ Warranty
Ergonomic Accessories Inc. (EA) warrants that all new products shall be shipped free from defect in material and workmanship. EA will repair or replace
at its sole discretion to the original purchaser, any defects in product, part, or component resultant from normal use. Normal use is defined as eight
(8) hours per day, five (5) days per week in an appropriate environment. EA offers a Lifetime Warranty on all BUILT2LAST™ chair products with the
following exceptions: mechanisms, arms, foam and fabrics are warranted for ten (10) years. BUILT2LAST™ seating products are warranted for users
up to 250 pounds. Chairs purchased with a heavy duty upgrade package are warranted for users up to 350 lbs. Stamina series chairs are warranted
for users up to 500 lbs. This warranty does not apply to any customer supplied material or any product that has been modified in any fashion by the
customer.
Multi-Shift Warranty
EA warrants that all new products explicitly purchased with the multi-shift upgrade package shall be shipped free from defect in material and
workmanship. If purchased without an upgrade package warranty is prorated based on continuous normal 24/7 uses, and shall apply for a period of
seven (7) years, from the original date of purchase.
Disclaimer
This warranty is dependent on the owner performing normal maintenance for the product and shall be void if the customer modifies the product in any
way or if damages result from accidents, misuse and/or abuse or if the product is not installed or used properly. There are no other warranties, express
or implied, except as set forth herein and the implied warranty of fitness for a particular use shall not be a part of any sale. EA shall not be liable under
any circumstances for consequential or incidental damages arising in connection with the sole use, or inability to BUILT2LAST™ products.
Warranty Service Claims
Chairs covered by this warranty will either be repaired or replaced at EA’s discretion, which represents the customer’s exclusive remedy for any and all
product defects. Shipping costs to and from the BUILT2LAST™ factory shall be covered by EA for the first year. The user/dealer is responsible for all
shipping costs on any returns during subsequent years. Labor charges outside of the factory, or for installation of replacement parts is the responsibility
of the purchaser, or dealer, unless specifically approved by EA head office in writing.
To receive prompt warranty service, please provide our Customer Service Department with the original EA invoice number, confirmation number or serial
number. This can be found on the bottom of the chair seat with the date of manufacture and model number. To facilitate better service all warranty claims
must be made in writing, and should specify the nature of the defect in sufficient detail to determine the timeliest remedy. Digital images are generally
preferred and/or required to determine the appropriate course of action, including an image of the serial number label.
Most warranty issues may be addressed directly without viewing the damaged product and replacement can be readily made onsite. However, EA
reserves the right and may require defective parts or the entire chair to be returned for technical analysis and/or repair. If this is deemed necessary, a
Return Authorization (RA) number will be provided. Products and parts cannot be received at the BUILT2LAST™ factory without an RA number and
must be properly packaged for shipping. Any product returned without an RA number will not be accepted and delivery will be refused. Please contact
our Customer Service Department if you have any difficulties, questions or concerns with any BUILT2LAST™ product.
Customer Service and Contact Information
For warranty concerns, order placement, order inquiries, or assistance of any kind, please contact our Customer Service Department by one of the
following methods;
Phone:
Fax:
E-Mail:

905-830-4441 ext. 0
905-830-9005
info@eaergo.com

Toll Free: 1-888-374-6666
Toll Free: 1-888-207-2210

Our office hours are 8:00 AM – 4:00 PM Eastern Standard Time.
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The Finishing Touch
At BUILT2LAST™ we understand that once you are committed to ergonomic excellence you need not sacrifice aesthetic appeal. Our sewing
and upholstery teams are the best in the industry. We work with you to ensure your clients receive exactly what they want. Below are our
standard graded fabrics on carded programs:
standard fabric program
grade 0

AB

grade 1

Lyon, Montgomery, Critic’s Choice, Dillon

grade 2

Staccato, Open House

grade 3

Reason, Moguls

grade 4

Evoke, George

leather

call for cuurent program

BUILT2LAST™ enjoys relationships with virtually every major textile supplier in North America. Our fabric program is simple, if you want it, we
will ask our upholstery team to make it happen! They are the best in the business, and they only ask a few basic requirements. First, that if a
chosen fabric is not suitable to the application, they will inform you of this immediately. Second, that they be provided two to three weeks to
complete your product from the date the fabric is received at their manufacturing facility-it is worth the wait. Third, that when asking them to
work with patterned fabrics or tapestries, you provide detailed instructions of how the fabric is to be applied using our COM/CSM Request
Form.
All Customer Specified and Customer’s Own Material orders are subject to approved pricing, which will be provided at the time the order is
confirmed. It is important to understand, particularly on multiple chair orders that special fabric lead times can be as much as six weeks. In the
event of time sensitive or contract bids, please ask our Customer Service Department to have our purchasing team obtain inventory status,
projected lead times and if necessary reserve materials.
Leather
All BUILT2LAST™ products upholster exceptionally well in leather. Our primary leather supplier is CTL Leather. Please consult
www.ctlleather.com for current offerings and contact customer service for lead time, suitability and pricing.
Two Tone
At BUILT2LAST™ we employ some of the most skilled craftsmen in the ergonomic chair manufacturing business. Just as we can totally customize your chair from a functionality standpoint, so too can we create an aesthetic work of art that will be truly unique and turn your chair into
a one-of-a-kind masterpiece. What better way to express your creativity in the office than to customize the piece of equipment you interface
with more than any other.... your chair! Simply choose the two, (or three if you are so daring) fabrics you would like us to apply to your chair.
Then tell us how you would like the fabrics configured. The following are the different upholstery sections:
(OSB) Outside Back
(ISB) Inside Back
(BB) Back Band – available on Marathon, Signature, Delta and Endurance
(TS) Top of Seat
(SB) Seat Band – available on Marathon, Signature, Delta, Sierra, Velocity, and Endurance
(AR) Arms - available only when #3, #6, or #8 arm is specified
*Pricing on fabric choices of two different grades will be charged at the price of the higher grade fabric. This service will require an upcharge,
please contact customer service for details.
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